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THE BIG PICTURE: A 10,000 FT VIEW
DOWNLOADS: A VISUAL REPRESENTATION
DOWNLOADS: A NUMERIC REPRESENTATION
Type of Document Total Downloads
Faculty Publications 104,144
Open Textbooks 11,137
Original Journal Articles 917,302
Electronic Theses/Dissertations 2,710,655
Other Objects 227,192












DOWNLOADS: JOURNALS PUBLISHED IN AQUILA
Publication Total Downloads
Coastlines 18,875
Gulf and Caribbean Research 126,164
Gulf of Mexico Science 49,957
Journal of Educational Technology 
Development and Exchange (JETDE)
85,024
Journal of Health Ethics 452,672
SLIS Connecting 123,104
The Catalyst 28,489
The Primary Source 33,017
DOWNLOADS: ELECTRONIC THESES AND 
DISSERTATIONS





DISSERTATIONS: PRINT VS. DOWNLOADS
Usage Numbers
Print Dissertations (past 2 years) Electronic Dissertations (past 2 years)
206 633,498
OTHER METRICS











OTHER METRICS REDUX: FULL TEXT VIEWS
OTHER METRICS REDUX: CITATIONS
OTHER METRICS REDUX: NEWS MENTIONS
OTHER METRICS REDUX: SOCIAL MEDIA MENTIONS
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